
 

 

 

BriSCA F2 
3  Liam Rennie, DUNDEE 
7  Gordon Moodie, WINDYGATES 
16  Craig Wallace, TRANENT 
17  Paul Reid, COWDENBEATH 
93  Antony McCauliffe 
217  Craig Reid, COWDENBEATH 
236  Daniel Scrimgeour, BROXBURN 
237  Raffaele Donofrio 
391  Gregor Turner, DUNFERMLINE 
419  Ryan Farquhar, ABERLOUR 
480  Garry Sime, DUNDEE 
621  Emma Mellis 
626  Ewan Mackie 
629  Euan Millar, LOCKERBIE 
647  Chris Burgoyne, AIRTH 
674  Steven Burgoyne 
850  Blair Anderson, BRECHIN 
854  Robbie Dawson, ABERDEEN 
922  Peter Davidson, PERTH 
 
Prostock Basics 

50  Tori-Leigh Adams 

56  Ross Burden 

66  Claire Burden 

164  Scott Rankin 

165  John Rankin 

227  Martin Loggie 

240  Graeme Dignan 

285  Stephen Graham 

325  Dougie Anderson 

420  David van Dieken 

640  Jordan Dignan 

700  Joanne Hilditch 

717  Ben Sher 

761  Jake Mason 

764  Callum Rennie 

834  Declan Lindsell 

999  Nicole Russell 

 
 
 
Prostocks  
22 John Jackson 
23 Ryan Cameron 
33  Kris Douglas  
39  Robert Hamilton  
45 Kevin Muir  
79 Sean Devine 

133  Lee Kopacz  
126 Stevie Gold 
170 Ian Christie  
282 Finlay Davidson 
327 David Izatt 
330 Alexander Hamilton 
518  Leslie Patterson  
579  Graham Watt  
589  Darren Bain  
605  Craig Murray  
672  Jason McAlpine  
694 Grady Ross  
754  Scott Wilson  
755  Paul Barron  
760 John Mason  
 
Bangers 
26  Lee Burden  
43  Jon-Ross Hutchison  
52  Scott Dubcikas  
76  Ryan Scott  
83  Scott Lindsell  
133  Lee Kopacz  
134  Josh Heeps  
159  Callum Campbell  
180  Sean McConnachie  
209  Mark Morrison  
215  Douglas Ashall  
226  Brian Youngson  
246  Graham Grant  
255  David Linton  
258  Philip Blowers  
277  Matt Vranch  
271  Mark Dalgarno  
274  Jon Taylor  
397  Darren Linton  
456  Stevie Allan  
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L ast weeks meeting was an entertaining one, 

and it was particularly positive to see the 

number of BriSCA F2s start to show positive 

growth with potential for more. We are looking to focus 

some effort on how we help the formula back to full 

strength in Scotland as it very much deserves to be one of 

the ley lynchpins of the sport in Scotland. 674 Steven 

Burgoyne has had the pace over the chasing pack as he has 

done for large chunks of the season although that doesnt 

stop things going awry as we saw in last weeks Final when 

heading into the final bend he looked a nailed on certainty 

of taking his third win of the night. He spun out on that 

bend though and lost outto 852 Adam Blacklock—the 

adage that you should never give up ringing true here as he 

was in the right place to pick up the pieces.  

Tonight sees (and no disrespect intended) the other end of 

our sport take headline status as our entry level formula 

the Prostock Basics contest their Scottish Championship. 

This is their only feature event of the year as the intention s 

very much for this be a starter formula—if drivers are 

looking to contest for more major titles then there are 

other formulas for that. The racing from the class 

throughout the year has been very entertaining, with a 

variety of winners and some close contests.  

The 2L Bangers are scheduled tonight at the time of going 

to print although their participation will be subject to a 

minimum number of bookings being received after a couple 

of sparsley populated meetings of late. With a decent field 

the Bangers can be top drawer, but there is no doubt that 

the formula across the Uk is struggling with either a 

concentration on only big events or more back to basics 

type formats. As the 2020 fixtures are pieced together all 

these points will need to be considered alongside driver 

feedback.  

Part of those 2020 fixtures will include the annual visit 

North by the BriSCA F1 Stock Cars. It was an open secret 

that there was very serious consideration given by our 

colleagues at Startrax to bring the F1 World North to the 

Racewall next year. We were very open to this and were 

prepared to put in a number of actions to make it a reality 

but in the end the logistics of holding the biggest event of 

the year for a formula whose driver base is pretty much 

entirely in England and the Netharlands proved to much to 

overcome and the decision was taken to hold the World 

once again at Kings Lynn—understandable but a real shame 

as anyone who has been here for a major event will know 

that simply no other stadium in the UkKcan delivery an 

atmosphere like you can achieve here.  Cest la vie—we will 

look forward to the F1’S annual visit regardless. The 

precarious nature of our sport was highlighted once again 

with the sudden announcement of the closure of Stoke 

Stadium in November and with the threat hanging over 

Belle Vue, there is a real risk to racing in that part of 

England.  

The final formula on show this evening is the Prostocks—

their track championship looks very close with 170 Ian 

Christie, 760 John Mason, 79 Sean Devine and 605 Craig 

Murray all in with a reasonable shout– European Champion 

1 Dean McGill needing those ahead to have a calamity to be 

in with a shout. There are however 3 meetings including 

tonight still to go this season for the class so all to play for.  

The Championships continue next week with the 1300 

Stock Cars contesting their Scottish Championship alongside 

the Jane Burt Memorial for the Stock Rods. Saloon Stock 

Cars and BriSCA F2s are also on the bill for what on paper 

looks a superb meeting. Make sure you are here to see it. 

Until then—thanks for joining us tonight and Let the Sparks 

Fly! 
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